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of prophecy that tells us that the plan is being worked out . The important

thing for us is to get ourselves ourselves in rea4.- relationship with Him who

i s the maker of the universe and to find oioc how to deal with this problem of

win sin that is within us , through Jesus Christ who can give us the victory

of- over it. But here we have a problem. It looks as if Prophry is right

Well, Pinches (?J says, Let's go and investigate and so he went to the

Britist Museum. He was a researcher in the Britishex Museum and the British
thousandsof

Museum had hundreds of/clay tablets in it, and out of those clay tablets, which

are brought from Mesopotamia, out of those maybe 1% or maybe 5% have been

phe- published , and the rest of them haven't been published. It would

take a while --a eo long, bng time to take those and publish them , but

the ix scholars go through and try to pick out the historical passages and the

ethics and the interesting things , but 9/lOs of them are business documents;

so and so has so many sheep and so many cows and so many mules and he's

hired so many and he's paid so much for them and all that sort of business,

and they skim through them and try to get what they can from , but there are

thousands of them there that thave just been glanced at and catalogued

at a glance, and lnches (?) said Let's see if we can get some good evidence

from this period . So he went there and began going through the lx tabls

dealing with the period of Nabonidus , and x as he wen through he came across

one tablet that had the Name Belshazzar on it. and he said well, at least there

was a man named Belshakzar ocx at that time. Well, he went a bit further , and

he read one which wa s a n agreement for renting a house for three years by
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